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Musijcke 
 

Musijck is als een toovery, 
Die goed is voor melancoly. 

Musijck is goed, Voor 't swarte bloed. 
Diens oor vervremt is van Musijck, 

Is meer een beest, als mensch ghelijck. 
Een zoet musijck, Voeght by gheen lijck. 

Musijck is goede medecijn, 
Voor lien, die droef van gheeste zijn. 

Musijck is d'ooghe van de oor. 
Musijck verwijft een mans ghemoet, 

En zacht' en zoete zinnen voedt. 
 

(From: Brune (1636), pp. 450-451) 
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Summary 
 
As a baroque cellist I am naturally interested in what instruments looked like in the Baroque, how 
they were played, what kind of music was composed for cello (solo) and in what way this music 
should be performed. As a Dutch baroque cellist I am above all most interested in the situation in 
the Low Countries from around 1600 up to 1800. 
 
I have studied many reference books on the cello, and regardless of the language they have been 
written in, they hardly provide any information on the history of the cello in the Low Countries. 
The historiography about the cello has been mainly focussed on Italy and to a lesser extent on 
other European countries like France and Germany. 
It was, however, rather remarkable that these reference books extensively use reproductions of 
paintings and other representations of cellos, mainly from the Noordelijke Nederlanden. Since so 
many works of art were produced in the Low Countries, it cannot be that the cello was not used 
there during the period these images were produced. 
These reference books not giving the answers I was looking for prompted me to conduct this 
doctorate research, which deals with the following question:  
 
What was the name, the appearance, the development and the playing technique of the cello in 
the Low Countries between 1600 and 1800 and what music was composed for it? 
 
This question has been divided into four sub-questions, each of which are dealt with in one 
chapter of this dissertation. 
 
In Chapter 1 I have investigated whether in written sources information is to be found about the 
name of the cello, and possible additonal information about the tuning of the strings and the 
technique. 
 
Chapter 2 is based on a research corpus of over 850 17th and 18th-century representations of 
cellos and cellists (reproduced in Parts 2a and 2b of this dissertation). The following 
characteristics of the cello were scrutinized: size, scroll, shoulders, sound holes, frets, material 
and number of strings and the colour of the hairs of the bow, as well as how the instrument was 
played (how is the instrument held, the way the bow is held and the position of the left hand). 
The database with all results is reproduced in Part 3. 
A case study about French instruction drawings meant for a cello method has also been added. 
The depicted technique here has been compared with that on Dutch images to determine how 
realistic the Dutch images are. 
 
Chapter 3 focuses on the instruments still present in museums and private collections. An 
important question was whether the characteristics of these instruments are to be found on the 
images presented in Chapter 2. 
 
Chapter 4 is divided into two Sub-chapters, about the music from the 17th and music from the 
18th century respectively. By including the results from Chapter 1, I examined whether the name 
of the instrument, as mentioned in the 17th-century music, can shed light on which instrument 
should be used to play the bass line. 
As for the 18th-century music: of the majority of the books containing sonatas for cello solo and 
basso continuo or for two cellos only a short description has been given. The composer Alexis 
Magito, however, has been researched more thoroughly, since until now hardly anything was 
known about him. The results of this research have been presented as an extensive case study. 
 
The name 'cello' is a common term used mistakenly for the entire period of my dissertation. 
Therefore the word cello was placed between inverted commas in the title. The most correct 
term would be: 8' bass instrument of the violin family. Since this description is too long to use 
each time, I have chosen, when speaking generally, to name the 17th-century instrument 'bass 
violin' and the 18th-century instrument 'cello'.  
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In general the conclusion may be drawn that during the period studied the cello was used far 
more in the Low Countries than 20th-century literature wants us to believe. Instruments were 
built, very many images were produced and also a sizable collection of music for cello was 
composed (cello as continuo instrument (possibly obligato) or as solo instrument). 
The most surprising outcome has been that, in comparison to what was previously thought, the 
underhand bowing was used extensively. Moreover I found a lot of information about the 
composer, cellist and engraver Alexis Magito and I could date his sonatas more precisely than 
had been possible until now. 
 
It is very important that (baroque) cellists examine the results of this research. It shows that also 
in the Low Countries the cello was widely used, that the instrument had many different 
characteristics and that it was played in many different ways.  


